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Abstract
Finding best explanations is often formalized in AI
in terms of minimal-cost proofs. Finding such proofs
is naturally characterized as a best-first search of the
proof-tree (actually a proof dag). Unfortunately the
only known search heuristic for this task is quite poor.
In this paper we present a new heuristic, a proof that
it is admissible (for certain successor functions), and
some experimental results suggesting that it is a significant improvement over the currently used heuristic.
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Introduction
The problem of explanation (or abduction) is often formalized within AI as a problem of proving the things
to be explained using some auxiliary hypotheses [l,
5,7,9,10,11].

For example,

a circuit’s

showing

a par-

ticular fault is explained by proving that the circuit
would show the fault if a particular component, say
Component-5, were broken. We have thus explained
the fault via the auxiliary hypotheses, “Component-5
is broken.”
A persistent problem with such approaches is that
there will typically be many such proofs based upon
different sets of auxiliary hypotheses. One can use the
criterion of set minimality to remove some of these, but
still the numbers remain large. This naturally suggests
that we should somehow weight the proofs and look for
a proof which is optimal in some sense. If we talk about
the “costs” of proofs, and then pick the one with the
smallest cost, we are lead to the problem of finding the
“minimal cost proofs” of our title.
A clean axiomatization
of this idea, called “costbased abduction,” is presented in [4]. Auxiliary hypotheses have associated costs, and the cost of a proof
is the sum of the costs of the extra hypotheses required
to make the proof go through. This is quite close to
what is done by Hobbs and Stickel [7]. It is shown
*Thanks to Philip Klein for helpful discussions,Solomon
Shimony and Robert Goldman for reading an earlier draft
of this paper, and to Eugene Santos for curve fitting. This
work has been supported by the National Science Foundation under grant IRI-8911122 and by the Office of Naval
Research, under contract N00014-88-K-0589.
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Figure 1: Some simple rules, and their and-or dag

in [4,12] how the costs can be given a firm semantics
in terms of probability theory, and that, as one might
expect, finding minimal-cost proofs is NP-hard.
As an example of such proofs, consider Figure 1.
We show there some simple rules, the costs of various hypotheses (using the cost-function E), and the
and-or dag showing the possible proofs of the observations “neighbors-lights-off” and “my-power-off’.
The
minimal cost proof would assume “black-out” (E = 8)
despite the fact that it is the most expensive hypotheses. This occurs because the two facts which we need
to explain can be thought of as “sharing” the cost of
the hypothesis.
The use of an and-or dag to illustrate possible proofs
suggest that one might find minimal-cost proofs by doing a best-first search of the and-or dag. How this
could be done is outlined in [4]. The basic idea is that
one starts with the expression to be proven, and then
creates alternative partial proofs. In each iteration of
the search algorithm a partial proof is chosen to expand, and it is expanded by considering how one of its
goals can be satisfied. Finally one of the partial proofs

will be completed by having all of its goals satisfied by
either known facts, or auxiliary hypotheses. (We consider known facts to be zero-cost auxiliary hypotheses.)
Naturally, the efficiency of such a search will depend
on having a good heuristic function for deciding which
partial proof to work on next. Furthermore, we are
only guaranteed that the first proof is the minimalcost proof if the heuristic is admissible. Unfortunately,
the only known admissible heuristic (indeed, the only
known heuristic of any sort) for minimal-cost proofs
is “cost so far.” That is, given a partial proof, we
estimate the cost of the total proof to be the actual
costs incurred by the partial proof. This is the heuristic
used in [4] and [13].
“Cost-so-far” is admissible, but otherwise it is a very
bad heuristic. All of the costs in a minimal-cost proof
are associated with the auxiliary hypotheses, which
are, of course, at the leaves of the and-or dag. Thus it
is typically only when the partial-proof is almost complete that the heuristic gives good guidance.
In this paper we present a better heuristic for
minimal-cost proofs, and we prove that it is admissible if the partial-proofs are expanded in a certain way.
We also give some preliminary results on how well the
new heuristic behaves compared to “cost-so-far.” Section 2 introduces the heuristic. We also show that it
is not completely obvious that the heuristic is, in fact,
admissible. (Indeed, we show that if not used properly it is inadmissible.) Section 3 proves the heuristic
admissible when used with a certain class of successor
functions. Section 4 gives the experimental results.

We first introduce our notation.
Definition
1 An and-or dag 6 is a connected directed acyclic graph with nodes NJ (n E Nb), edges
E6 (e E EJ), leaves LJ (& c NJ, I E Lb), and a single
root rg E N6. In general, capital letters denote sets and
lower case denote individuals. We use “‘E” for edges,
‘(L” for leaves, and “N” for nodes. To indicate parent and child relations in the dag we use subscript and
superscript along with the convention that parents are
“below” children. For example, XV would be the set
of Z’S immediately above y (i.e., y’s children) whereas
yx would be the y immediate below all of the Z’S. As
we saw in Figure 1, Lb are the auxiliary hypotheses
which we introduce to complete the proof, and ~6 is
the theorem to be proven. We occasionally need sequence of edge sets. We use Fi for the i’th member of
the sequence as Ei could be interpreted as the set of
edges above node i.
Definition
2 Let 6 be an and-or dag. An and-dag
(from 6) is a dag obtained from 6 by removing all but
one of the descendants from every or-node in 6. We
denote the set of all such dags by A(6). Intuitively
the and-dags of 6 correspond to the possible complete
proofs for ~6. For example Figure 2 shows two anddags for the dag in Figure 1.

cblack-oua

Figure 2: Two and-dags
Definition
3 A weighted and-or dag (Waodag) is a
pair (5, E), with an and-or dag 6, and a cost function
f: : L6 ---) !l? (the non-negative reals). In what follows
all and-or dags are Waodags, and we leave the cost
function implicit, thus referring to the Waodag by the
term denoting the dag itself, e.g., 6.
Since an and-dag corresponds to a proof, the cost of
an and-dag is naturally defined as the sum of the cost
of the leaves. Since we want a minimal-cost proof for
the entire dag we define a dag’s cost to be the minimum
cost of all of its and-dags.
Definition 4 Let 6 be a Waodag and Q! E A(6). The
leaves of Q are L,. We define the cost of 5 as follows:

E6

=

min

&A(6)

$0.

Now we define our heuristic cost estimation function
$. The basic idea is that we want to get some estimate
at lower nodes of the cost of the leaves above them.
Thus the estimator will use values passed down from
the leaves. Since, aswe saw in Figure 1, the cost of a
node can be “shared,” we divide the cost of a node by
how many parents it has, and that is the cost passed
down to the parents.
efinition 5 Let 6 be a Waodag. The estimator
$ : & u Es u 2E6 --) 8 is defined as follows:
$n

=

$en

=

$E

=

En
$E?l
mineEB, $e

n E .&
n is an and-node
n is an or-node

$n
I E” I
xi

$e.

eEE
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Figure 3: Estimated

costs
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(We define the estimate for sets of edges because we
will shortly be defining our expansion function in terms
of sets of edges, so the estimate should be over these
sets. See Figure 5.) Figure 3 shows the estimated costs
for the nodes and edges of Figure 1 (where we have
replaced the proposition symbols by individual letters
to shorten things).
While it may seem reasonable that $ is an admissible
heuristic cost estimate, it is not necessarily so. Figure
4 shows five initial expansions in a best-first search
for the minimal-cost proof based upon the estimates
in Figure 3. The “goals” are the nodes which have
yet to be expanded, and the ?eaves” are the leaves
which have been reached. Note that the estimated cost
for the partial solution number 4 is, in fact, higher
than the final solution would be if we had pursued
this partial solution. Because of this incorrect estimate
the best-first search tries partial solution 3 next, and
finishes it off for a total cost of 9, in partial solution
5. As we have already noted, the correct minimal cost
proof here has a cost of 8.
The admissible version of our heuristic requires a
few small changes from the version shown in Figure
4. First, rather than define partial solutions in terms
of nodes, it turns out to be easier to define them in
terms of edges. Secondly, we require that nodes be expanded in a topological order such that a node is not
expanded if a predecessor in the order has not been expanded. Expansion consists of removing all the edges
immediately below the expansion node, and adding in
the edges above it. (The next section will give a more
formal characterization of the algorithm.)
We have also taken the liberty of adding some “pseudoedges” ) one just below the root and one above each
leaf. These are convenient to define the starting point
SEARCH
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Figure 5: The correct solution to our problem

Figure 4: Five expansions of a Waodag
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of the search (the pseudoedge just below the root) and
the ending point (where we have only edges above the
leaves). In Figure 5 we show the search for the best
proof for our continuing example, but now according
to our new scheme.

The Proof
First, we formally describe the “pseudoedges” mentioned at the end of the last section. We modify our
6’s by adding an extra layer of nodes L/, above the
leaves. Each 1’is connected to the corresponding Z by
a single edge el. We also add an extra node ~‘6 which
has as its single child rg. We define
El’ = $I’ = $el = El
It should be clear that the costs of the original dag 6
and the estimates on all of its nodes are uneffected by
this change, so we henceforth just talk about 6 as if it
had these extra nodes and edges all the time.
Definition 6 A cut of an and-dag Q is a set of edges
C of (Y such that
m it is not possible to go from the root of CYto a leaf
of a! without going through one of the edges
a if any edge is removed from C it will no longer be a
cut.
If 6 is a general Waodag (not necessarily an and-dag)
then C is a cut of 6 iff C is a cut of some a! E A(6).
Definition 7 Let Q!be an and-tree, and r be a topological sort of Na, r = (no . . . nk 3, such that no node
comes before any of its parents. We will not include in
r any of the extra nodes we added on at the beginning
of thus section. Thus no = rol, not rh. We define a
function &, : 2Ea + 2Ea as follows:
IT(E) = (E - En3

u En

where n is the first element of r such that some en E E
and En is non-empty. &, is undefined if no such n exists. Intuitively, &, is a search successor function, but
just defined for and-dags. For reasons which are made

clear by the next theorem, we call such ET’s “topological cut extenders.” EJ denotes the reflexive transitive
closure of E7. E: (E) denotes the sequence of edge sets
generated (in order) by successive applications of E7.
Definition 8 We say that the topological cut extender E7 when applied to the set of edges E “expands”
node n iff for all e E E,,, e # E and e E &(E).
%‘I’eorem 1 Let a! be a~ and-tree

Fk}.

o,***,

The followtng

and &:((e”a))

Second, consider n. It must either be an and-node or
an or-node. Suppose it is an or-node. Then since there
is only one edge above it (this is an and-tree)
$n =

=

min $e, = $En
G%EE,

If n is an and-node, then by definition
k is a cut.

&a= $En

3. En’ c Fi
4. E7 when applied to Fi expands node ni of r.
5. Fk =EL,.
The proof has been omitted because of space limitations. See [3].
Definition 9 We say that C is a “proper cut” of the
and-dag a! iff there is a topological ordering of cr, r,
such that C E E: ((era)).
C is a proper cut of an andor dag 6 iff it is a proper cut of an and-dag cy E A(6).
Intuitively proper cuts of and-trees are the boundaries of partial proofs. The cut extension function
takes us from partial proof to partial proof until we
reach the leaves. At this point we have only defined
the process for and-dags, since this is all we need for
the following few theorems. Eventually we will define
a similar function, our successor function for the bestfirst search, which is defined for and-or dags.
Theorem

cute

Sin

are true:

I. FO = (era)
8. Fi,O<il

It remains to show that the last term is zero. First

2 If ar is an and-dag,
OfcY, $C= ~a!

then for any proper

Thus either way the final term in our equation for $C
reduces to ($n - $n), so $C = ECX. 0
Next we will consider what happens when we take
estimates on Waodags which are not and-dags. In what
follows we will find it convenient to talk about a particular node being part of different Waodags, and its
estimated cost in each of the dags. We will use the notation $an to specify that the estimation is being done
relative the the Woadag 6. It should be obvious that
any topological sort of all of the nodes of 6 will, when
restricted to the nodes of a! E A(6), be a topological
sort of CY.Thus from now on when we talk of a sort r
it will be of the entire dag.
efinition 10 If C is a proper cut of the dag 6, then
A(C) = (Q! ] CYE A(S) and C is a proper cut of Q)
efinition 11 We extend the definition of our cost
function to proper cuts C of 6.

EC =

Let 7 be the ordering of CYsuch that C E
eorem 1 8: ((e’a 3) is the sequence of
proper cuts ({era), . . . 9EL, 3. We prove the theorem
by induction on this sequence, starting with EL,.
Basis step. Consider C = EL, = (el 1 1 E La) :
Proof.

E7*(C~a3).
BY Th

$C =

C
IEL,

$el =

C

El

= EQ

IEL,

Induction step. We prove the theorem for C such that
:;,a11 Fts C’after it in the sequence ((eTa), . . . , EL,),
=
a.
Let C’ be the cut immediately after C in the sequence. By the definition of ET9 C’ = (C - E”) u E,,
where n is the earliest node in T such that en E C.
Next we observe that
$C’ = ECY= $C - $En + SE,,
The first equality follows from the induction hypothesis. The second from the definition of C’ and the fact
that for all of the edges en E En, it is the case that
en E C. (We know this from Theorem 1, claim 3.)
Now, rearranging the above equation we get
$C = LCU+ ($E* - $En).

Theorem
6.

min

&A(C)

ECY

3 Let 6 be a Waodag, and C a proper cut of
$6C

5 EC

roof.
We will prove this by induction on a sequence of Woadags 61. . . Sj such that 61 = CX,where CY
is the member of A(C) such that Ecr = min&&4(c) .&Y’,
and 6j = 6. To go from Wodag i to i + 1 we do one of
the following operations:
1. Add a leaf node 1 E Lb
2. Add an and-node n E NJ, and En. This step is only
allowed if the heads of all the edges En are already
in &.
3. Add an or-node n and one e,.
head of en is already in &.

Only allowed if the

4. Add an edge from an or-node already in 6i, to one
of its children already in in Si.
We will assume that it is clear that we can, in fact,
build 6 from CYin this fashion.
We will now show that for all i, 1 5 i 5 j, $aiC < EC
Basis Step
$&C = $,C = f?Ea!= LC
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The first equality is by the definition of 61, the second
by Theorem 2, and the third by the definition of EC.
Induction Step We will show that for any of the operations used in going from Si to &+I it must be the
case that if $a;C <_ EC then $6i+lC <_ .fC. Operation I.
Since the new node is not connected to any node in C
the estimated cost remains unchanged. Operations 2 &
3. The only possible connection between the operation
and nodes in C is that one or more descendants of the
heads of the edges in C might get extra parents. This
would lower the estimated value for all of the parents.
Thus the only possible change would be to lower the
estimate cost of C. Operation 4. The or-node could
have its estimated cost lowered if this child had lower
estimated cost than any other child. There is no way
its cost could be raised. Thus the estimated cost of C
could only be lowered. 0.
Now we relate the above material to best-first search
of and-or dags in order to find the minimum cost proof.
Definition
12 A 9,opological successor function”
457 :2E --+ 22R for the topological sort r of the and-or
dag S is defined as follows:
G(E)

=

((E

-

En)

U En)

((E - En) U (e,)

I en E En)

and-node
or-node.

The first branch applies if n is an and-node, and the
second if n is an or-node. Again, n is the first node
in r such that en E E, and E, is non-empty. S, is
undefined if no such n exists. We define SG : 2E -+
22B as follows: E E S;(E), and if X E S:(E),
ST(X) c S;(E). Nothing else is in S:(E).
Theorem

If

4

then

E E S: ({e”6 )), then E is a proper cut

of&
Proof. Suppose E E SG((e’“)).
It must then be the
case that we can apply ST9 first to rg, then to a member of &((er6)),
et c t o generate a sequence of edge
sets (Fo, . . . , Fj), where Fo = (ef6), and Fj = E. We
will prove that this sequence is a prefix of &: ((e’6))
for some a! E A(6). Fr om this and theorem 1 it follows
that E is a proper cut of 6. The proof is by induction.
Basis step. FO = (er63.Clearly (er63is a prefix of Ei
applied to any cy E A(S).
hhcti0n
step.
Assume the theorem is true for
Fi). We want to prove that (PO,. . . , Fi+r) is a
PO 9”‘9
prefix of E; applied to some Q! E A(S) (in general there
will be many such (r). Consider what happens in going
and
from Fi to &+I. Fi+l E S,(F!),

((Fi - En)UEn)
s7(Fi)

=

((E

- En) U (en)

1en E En)

and-node
or-node

Now if n is an and-node, then any cy for which Fi is a
proper cut will also have Fi+l as a proper cut, since
Q! must include n and En. Thus &(Fi)
= (&(Fi)),
On the other hand, suppose n is
so &+I = &(F;).
an or-node. Then Fi+l extends Fi by removing the
predecessor edges of n and including one of the possible
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choices en at the or-node n. Now consider an (Y which
includes all of Ei and also has, as its “‘choice” at n, en.
For this cx Fi+l = E,(F;). q
Theorem

5 Let C E SG ((e’6)).

$C 5 EC.

Proof. By Theorem 4, C is a proper cut of 6. Thus,
by Theorem 3 $C <, EC. 0

Experimentall
We tested our scheme on a collection of and-or dags
generated by the Wimp3 natural language understanding program [2,6]. Wimp3 understands stories by generating Bayesian networks [8] to model the possible
interpretations of the text, and evaluates the networks
to find which interpretation is most probable given the
evidence. With a small amount of post-processing we
were able to convert these networks into equivalent
and-or dags. We tested our heuristic on all of the dags
from 15 stories of the 25-story corpus used to debug
Wimp.
(We were not able to use all of the stories
because many of them used features in Wimp which
would have made the conversion to and-or dags much
more difficult. However, there is no reason to believe
that this would have any effect on the comparisons between heuristics.) In all we ran the minimal-cost proof
schemes on 140 dags ranging in size from 7 nodes to 168
nodes. As a method of comparison we have used time
(in seconds) as a function of number of nodes. Since all
of the methods were run on the same machine, using
mostly the same code, the normal arguments against
raw times did not seem to apply. We might also note
that a comparison based upon number of partial solutions explored (the other obvious method) would, if
anything, tend to make our new methods look still better since it would hide the extra time per iteration they
require. Since the searches are exponential in principle,
we have done a least-squares fit of the equation
time = ,a+~-Inodes .
The results are as follows:
Method
Cost-so-far
Cost sharing
Multiple parent removal

a
-6.4083
-5.6498

-5.5376

b
.07932
.06337

.05877

The reduction in the exponent shows that cost sharing
does, in fact, pay off.
It should be clear that it is possible to improve our
cost estimator. In particular, $ will be optimistic when
there are multiple parents of a node which came from a
single or node. For example, in Figure 6 there are two
parent edges of n which came from or. In such cases,
no partial proof will have more than one of them, so
prorating the cost of the child among its parent edges
leads to a underestimate of the cost at parent nodes.
This is okay in the sense that the heuristic is admissible, but it would be better if it could be, at least in
part, corrected for. We have implemented an improved

is any consistent proof available.
But this is okay with us. Once we have a dag (constructed in linear time), we can go back to work using
our cost estimator. Or, to put this slightly differently,
we can build a dag in linear time at the cost of a subsequent exponential process to find the minimal-cost
proof. The contribution of this paper is to make this
latter process more efficient.
Figure 6: Two edges from the same or-node
version of our estimator which catches some of these
situations. It indeed performed even better than the
original cost sharing scheme as seen by the final line in
the above table. We should note, however, that these
data are still preliminary, and hide a lot of interesting
behavior which deserve further investigation.

Conclusion
The usefulness of our improved cost estimate for minimal cost proofs depends on three factors: (1) to what
degree important problems in AI can be formulated
as minimal-cost proofs, (2) the reasonableness of our
formalization of minimal-cost proofs as the search of
already given and-or dags, and (3) the improvement
provided by our cost estimate. Of these (1) is beyond
the scope of this paper. The technique has proven useful so far, and we can only express our belief that it
will continue to do so. Factor (3) was addressed by the
last section. Here we want to consider point (2).
An alternative view of minimal-cost proofs is provided by Hobbs and Stickel [7]. They use a backwardchaining theorem prover to construct proofs and use
the cost-so-far heuristic to guide the theorem prover.
The problem with their model from the viewpoint of
this paper is that our cost estimator cannot be used
within it. We propagate the cost of the leaves down
through the dag, but the theorem prover has no idea
what the leaves are, and thus no costs can be propagated. Indeed, when viewed from this perspective, it
might seem that our approach is hopeless. We need the
complete dag before we can proceed, but we cannot use
our heuristic to help construct the dag.
Fortunately, there is another perspective. Backward
chaining proof procedures are exponential in the size
of the dag they explore. This is because each partial
proof combines the choices at or-nodes in a different
way, and thus we get a combinatorial explosion. But
simply constructing the dag need not be expensive.
Indeed, given reasonable assumptions, the process can
be linear in the size or the dag, or, at worst, linear
in the size of the dag plus the knowledge base which
underlies the dag. We get this improvement because
the dag lays out an exponential number of proofs in
a compact form. Of course, it is not possible by just
looking at the dag to easily determine which proof is
minimal or, even (if we allow negation), to see if there
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